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STAR measurements of dihadron azimuthal correlations (φ) are reported in midcentral (20–60%) Au + Au
collisions at √s NN = 200 GeV as a function of the trigger particle’s azimuthal angle relative to the event plane,
φs = |φt − ψEP|. The elliptic (v2), triangular (v3), and quadratic (v4) flow harmonic backgrounds are subtracted
using the zero yield at minimum (ZYAM) method. The results are compared to minimum-bias d + Au collisions.
It is found that a finite near-side (|φ| < π/2) long-range pseudorapidity correlation (ridge) is present in the
in-plane direction (φs ∼ 0). The away-side (|φ| > π/2) correlation shows a modification from d + Au data,
varying with φs . The modification may be a consequence of path-length-dependent jet quenching and may lead
to a better understanding of high-density QCD.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.89.041901 PACS number(s): 25.75.Dw
The hot and dense QCD matter created in heavy-ion
collisions at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC)
of Brookhaven National Laboratory reveals properties of
a nearly perfect fluid of strongly interacting quarks and
gluons [1]. These properties include strong elliptical azimuthal
emission as large as hydrodynamical prediction relative to
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the initial geometry eccentricity [2], and strong attenuation of
high transverse momentum (pT ) particles due to jet-medium
interactions (jet quenching) [3,4]. The energy lost at high pT
must be redistributed to lower-pT particles [5]. The distribution
of those particles relative to a high-pT trigger particle can
therefore provide information about the nature of the QCD
interactions.
The magnitude of the effect from jet-medium interactions
should depend on the path length the jet traverses [3]. This
path-length dependence may be studied in noncentral heavy-
ion collisions [6], where the transverse overlap region between
the two colliding nuclei is anisotropic. The short-axis direction
of the overlap region may be estimated by the direction of the
most probable particle emission [7]. The estimated direction
together with the beam axis is called the event plane (EP), and
is a proxy for the initial geometry participant plane (ψ2) [8].
By selecting the trigger particle’s azimuth relative to the
event plane, φs = |φt − ψEP|, one effectively selects different
average path lengths through the medium that the away-side
jet traverses, providing differential information unavailable to
inclusive jetlike dihadron correlation measurements.
In this work, noncentral 20–60% Au + Au collisions at the
nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy of √sNN = 200 GeV
are analysed [9,10]. As a reference inclusive dihadron correla-
tion data from minimum bias d + Au collisions, which include
cold nuclear matter effects, are presented. (The minimum bias
d + Au and p + p data are similar [4,5].) The Au + Au and
d + Au data were taken by the STAR experiment at RHIC
in 2004 and 2003, respectively. The details of the STAR
experiment can be found in Ref. [11]. The main detector used
for this analysis is the time projection chamber (TPC) [12],
residing in a solenoidal magnet (0.5 Tesla magnetic field along
the beam axis). Events with a primary vertex within ±30 cm
of the TPC center are used. The Au + Au centrality is defined
by the measured charged particle multiplicity in the TPC
within |η| < 0.5 [13]. Tracks are used if they are composed
of at least 20 hits and 51% of the maximum possible hits and
extrapolate to within 2 cm of the primary vertex. The same
event and track cuts are applied to particle tracks used for
event-plane reconstruction and for the correlation analysis.
Particles with pT < 2 GeV/c are used to determine the
second-order harmonic event plane to ensure good event-
plane resolutions. To avoid self-correlations, particles from
the pT bin used in the correlation analysis (e.g., 1 < p(a)T <
1.5 GeV/c) are excluded from EP reconstruction [10]. Non-
flow correlations [14], such as dijets, can influence the EP
determination. To reduce this effect, particles within |η| =
|η − ηtrig| < 0.5 from the trigger particle are excluded from
the EP reconstruction in this analysis [10]. This is called the
modified reaction-plane (MRP) method [15]. The traditional
EP method, on the other hand, does not exclude those particles
in the vicinity of the trigger particle in η. Remaining possible
biases due to trigger-EP correlations may be estimated by
comparing results relative to the EP reconstructed from these
two methods. The results are found to be quantitatively similar,
which suggests that such biases may be small [10].
Dihadron correlations are analyzed for pairs within pseu-
dorapidity |η| < 1. The trigger particle pT range is 3 < p(t)T <
4 GeV/c. Two associated particle pT bins, 1 < p(a)T <
1.5 GeV/c and 1.5 < p(a)T < 2 GeV/c, are analyzed and then
added together in the final results. These choices of pT ranges
are motivated by the expectation of significant jet contributions
and the need for reasonable statistics [10]. The data are divided
into six equal-size slices in φs and analyzed in azimuthal angle
difference (φ) and pseudorapidity difference (η) between
associated and trigger particle. The associated particle yields
are corrected for single-particle track reconstruction efficiency,
which is obtained from embedding simulated tracks into real
events [16]. The detector nonuniformity in φ is corrected by
the event-mixing technique, where the trigger particle from
one event is paired with associated particles from another
event with approximately matching primary vertex position
and event multiplicity [5,10]. The two-particle acceptance in
η, approximately triangle shaped, is not corrected for [5].
The correlation function is normalized by the number of trigger
particles in its corresponding φs bin.
Figure 1 shows the raw azimuthal correlations as a function
of φs . A cut of |η| > 0.7 is applied on the pseudorapidity
difference between the trigger and associated particles in order
to minimize the near-side jet contributions [10]. The overall
systematic uncertainty on the raw correlation functions is 5%,
dominated by that in the efficiency correction.
Particles from the underlying event are uncorrelated with
the trigger particle (and the corresponding jet), and follow
the nonuniform distribution pattern in φ defined by the
anisotropic flow. This background has to be removed in order to
study jetlike correlations. The major background contribution
comes from elliptic flow (v2). However, quadratic flow (v4)
correlated to ψ2 can also have a sizable contribution [17].
Due to fluctuations in the initial overlap geometry [8], finite
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Raw dihadron φ correlations (data points) as a function of φs = |φt − ψEP|, with a cut on the trigger-associated
pseudorapidity difference of |η| > 0.7. The triangle two-particle η acceptance is not corrected. Statistical errors are smaller than the symbol
size; systematic uncertainty is 5% (not shown). The curves are flow modulated ZYAM background by Eq. (1) (blue solid), its systematic
uncertainty boundaries (dashed), and the v3 (pink solid) and v4{ψ2} (green solid) contributions.
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odd harmonic flows, particularly triangular flow (v3) can
also contribute [18]. Such odd harmonics are reproduced in
transport models: a multiphase transport (AMPT) [19] and ul-
trarelativistic quantum molecular dynamics (UrQMD) [20], as
well as in event-by-event hydrodynamic calculations with hot
spots [21] or incorporating initial geometry fluctuations [22].
The measured v3 by both the event-plane and two-particle
cumulant methods at RHIC [23,24] are qualitatively consistent
with hydrodynamic calculations.
In this analysis, the flow correlated background is given
by [17]
dN
dφ
= B(1 + 2v(a)2 v(t,φs )2 cos 2φ + 2v(a)3 v(t)3 cos 3φ
+ 2v(a)4 {ψ2}v(t,φs )4 {ψ2} cos 4φ + 2V4{uc} cos 4φ
)
.
(1)
Here B is the background normalization (see below); v(a)2
and v(a)4 {ψ2} are the associated particles’ second and fourth
harmonics with respect to ψ2; and v(t,φs )2 and v
(t,φs )
4 {ψ2}
are the average harmonics of the trigger particles, v(t,φs )n =
〈cos n(φt − ψ2)〉(φs ), where the averages are taken over the
slice around φs as φs − π/24 < |φt − ψEP| < φs + π/24.
Since the triangularity orientation is random relative to ψ2,
the triangular flow background is independent of EP, where
v
(t)
3 and v
(a)
3 are the trigger and associated particle triangular
flows. The last term in Eq. (1) arises from v4 fluctuations
uncorrelated to ψ2 (see below). Higher-order harmonic flows
are negligible [10].
Equation (1) does not include the first-order harmonic, v1.
The effect of directed flow, rapidity odd due to collective
sidewards deflection of particles, is small and can be ne-
glected [25]. It has been suggested [26] that v1 fluctuation
effects (sometimes called rapidity-even v1) may not be small
due to initial geometry fluctuations. Preliminary data [27]
indicate that the dipole fluctuation effect changes sign at
pT ≈ 1 GeV/c, negative at lower pT and positive at higher
pT . For p(a)T = 1–2 GeV/c used in this analysis, the dipole
fluctuation effect is approximately zero and may be neglected.
Note that the possible effect of statistical global momentum
conservation can generate a negative dipole. However, this is
considered as part of the correlation signal, just as momentum
conservation by any other mechanisms, for example dijet
production.
The flow correlated background given by Eq. (1) is shown
in Fig. 1 as solid curves. The background curves have been
normalized assuming that the background-subtracted signal
has zero yield at minimum (ZYAM) [5,28]. An alternative
approach that has been used to describe dihadron correlation
data treats the anisotropic flow modulations as free parameters
in a multiparameter model fit to the dihadron correlation
functions in two-dimensional η-φ space [29]. A detailed
discussion can be found in Ref. [10].
The major systematic uncertainties on the results reported
here come from uncertainties in the determination of the
anisotropic flows. Two v2 measurements are used [7]. One is
the two-particle cumulant v2{2} which overestimates elliptic
flow due to nonflow contaminations. A major component
of nonflow comes from correlated pairs at small opening
angle [29]. To suppress nonflow, a pseudorapidity η gap (ηgap)
of 0.7 is applied between the particle of interest and the
reference particle used in the v2{2} measurement. However,
away-side two-particle correlations, such as those due to dijets,
cannot be eliminated. The other measurement is the four-
particle cumulant v2{4}, which underestimates elliptic flow
because the flow fluctuation effect in v2{4} is negative [30].
The range between v2{2} and v2{4} is therefore treated as a
systematic uncertainty, as in Ref. [5], and their average is used
as the best estimate for v2. v3 and v4 are obtained by the
two-particle cumulant method [10,24] with ηgap = 0.7, as for
v2{2}. Since v3{2} decreases with η [24], the v3{2} represents
the maximum flow for the correlation functions at |η| > 0.7.
The v4{ψ2} is parameterized [15] by v4{ψ2} = 1.15v22 . The
ψ2-uncorrelated V4{uc} is obtained as
√
v4{2}2 − v4{ψ2}2, and
is found to be negligible for the 20–60% centrality range used
in this analysis [10]. The vn values used in the flow background
subtraction are tabulated in Ref. [10].
Another major source of systematic uncertainties comes
from background normalization by ZYAM. This is assessed
by varying the size of the normalization range in φ
between π/12 and π/4 (default is π/6), similar to what
was done in Ref. [5]. The ZYAM assumption likely gives
an upper limit to the background from the underlying event.
To estimate this effect, two ZYAM background levels are
obtained from correlation functions at positive φt − ψEP and
negative φt − ψEP respectively. Those ZYAM backgrounds are
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Background-subtracted dihadron φ correlations as a function of φs = |φt − ψEP|, with a cut on the trigger-
associated pseudorapidity difference of |η| > 0.7. The triangle two-particle η acceptance is not corrected. Flow background is subtracted
by Eq. (1). Systematic uncertainties due to flow subtraction are shown as black histograms enclosing the shaded area; those due to the ZYAM
normalization are shown in the horizontal shaded band around zero. Statistical errors are smaller than the point size. For comparison, the
inclusive dihadron correlations from d + Au collisions are superimposed as the green histogram with statistical errors.
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always lower than the default B from ZYAM of the combined
correlation function. The difference is treated as an additional,
one-sided systematic uncertainty on B. The different sources
of systematic uncertainties on B are added in quadrature.
Figure 2 shows the background-subtracted dihadron corre-
lations as a function of φs . The black histograms enclosing
the shaded area indicate the systematic uncertainties due
to anisotropic flow. The horizontal shaded band around
zero indicates the systematic uncertainties due to ZYAM
background normalization. For comparison the minimum-bias
d + Au inclusive dihadron correlation (without differentiating
with respect to an event plane) is superimposed in each
panel in Fig. 2. For both Au + Au and d + Au, a cut of
|η| > 0.7 is applied between the trigger and associated
particles to minimize the near-side jet contributions. As seen
in Fig. 2, the near-side correlations are mostly consistent
with zero within systematic uncertainties. Previous dihadron
correlations without v3 subtraction have shown a near-side
correlation at large η in heavy-ion collisions [5,31], called
the ridge, suggesting the ridge appears to be mainly due
to v3. However, there appears a finite ridge remaining for
in-plane trigger particles (φs < 15◦) beyond the maximum
flow subtraction.
Unlike the near side, the away-side correlation is finite for
all φs . The correlation structure evolves with trigger particles
moving from the in-plane to the out-of-plane direction. The
away-side correlation is single peaked, similar to d + Au
results, for in-plane trigger particles and appears to be
significantly broadened or double peaked for out-of-plane
trigger particles.
The effect of a φs-dependent v2 is investigated [10] and
found to eliminate the ridge correlation entirely. However, the
exercise does not reveal the physics mechanism of the possible
ridge because the φs-dependent v2 is a manifestation of a φs-
dependent ridge, and vice versa. Even with the subtraction of a
φs-dependent v2, the away-side structure remains robust [10].
The possible bias in event-plane reconstruction by the trigger
particle and its associated (away-side) particles is investigated
and is unlikely to be the cause of the observed away-side
structure [10].
To study the structure of the large η correlation functions
quantitatively, the data are fit with two away-side Gaussian
peaks symmetric about φ = π , a near-side Gaussian at
φ = 0 for the ridge, and a back-to-back Gaussian at φ = π
(referred to as away-side ridge) with identical width as the
near-side ridge [10]. Namely
1
Ntrig
dN
dφ
= YAS√
2πσAS
(
e
− (φ−π+θ )2
2σ2AS + e−
(φ−π−θ )2
2σ2AS
)
+ 1√
2πσridge
(
Yridge,NSe
− (φ)2
2σ2
ridge + Yridge,ASe
− (φ−π)2
2σ2
ridge
)
, (2)
where the Gaussians are repeated with period of 2π . The
magnitudes of the ridge Gaussians are allowed to vary
independently according to the data. The fit parameters are
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of φs . The data points are
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Parameters of four-Gaussian fit to the
background subtracted dihadron correlations at |η| > 0.7 as a
function of φs . The near-side (NS) jetlike correlation results are also
shown; they are obtained by the difference in φ correlations at
small and large η from Ref. [10]. (a) Correlated yields where the
NS jetlike (|η| < 0.7) and ridge (|η| > 0.7) yields are obtained
from bin counting within |φ| < 1; (b) Gaussian peak widths in
φ; and (c) the away-side (AS) double-peak Gaussian centroid. For
comparison the centroid from a two-Gaussian fit to the AS correlation
(|φ| > 0.7) is shown for the four out-of-plane slices. Error bars are
statistical only. The curves correspond to the results with maximum
flow subtraction by the two-particle cumulant method, which indicate
the systematics.
results with default v2 subtraction and the curves are the
corresponding results with the maximum flow subtraction by
the two-particle cumulant v2{2}. Both have subtracted the
v3 background using the two-particle cumulant v3{2}. The
curves, thus, indicate the results with the maximum systematic
uncertainty on one side.
Figure 3(a) shows the Gaussian peak areas of the different
correlation components. As a comparison, also shown is the
jetlike yield at small φ and η obtained by the difference
between φ correlations at small and large η [10]. The
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near-side jetlike (|η| < 0.7) and ridge (|η| > 0.7) yields
are obtained from bin counting within |φ| < 1. The bin
counting and the fit results are consistent. Because the jetlike
η correlation width is approximately 0.35 [also see Fig. 3(b)],
contributions from the tails of the jetlike correlation beyond 0.7
in η are negligible. As seen from Fig. 3(a), the near-side ridge
is mostly consistent with zero except in the in-plane direction
where a finite ridge beyond the maximum flow systematics
seems to be present. The away-side ridge is larger than the
near-side ridge at all φs . The double-peak strength appears to
increase with φs ; for in-plane triggers, where the away side
is single-peaked, there exists a double-peak component if the
φ ∼ π region is populated by a Gaussian of the same width
as the near-side ridge.
Figure 3(b) shows the Gaussian fit widths. The widths do
not seem to depend on φs , however, the present systematic
uncertainties are large. Figure 3(c) shows the fitted double-
peak Gaussian centroid in filled circles. For the four large
φs bins where the away-side double-peak is observable, the
peak location is far removed from π , almost at π/2 and
3π/2. The away-side correlation can also be well fit by
only two Gaussians symmetric about φ = π (without the
back-to-back ridge). The fitted double-peak positions for
the four out-of-plane slices are shown in open circles. The
double-peak correlation structure has been observed before
where v3 contributions were not subtracted [5,32]. Whether it
is an effect of medium excitation by jet-medium interactions
over the long away-side path length, such as Mach-cone
formation [33], remains an open question. There also can be
deflection of away-side correlated particles by the collective
flow of the medium, especially in the direction perpendicular
to the reaction plane [34]. Deflection of correlated particles
may have already been seen in three-particle correlations [35]
where the diagonal peak is stronger than the off-diagonal
peak whereas the unsubtracted v3 (and possible Mach-cone
emission) should yield the same strength for those peaks.
However, in jet-hadron correlations where the trigger jet has
significantly larger energy than the trigger particle in this
analysis, no deflection of associated particles is observed [36].
In summary, dihadron azimuthal correlations at pseudo-
rapidity difference |η| > 0.7 are reported by the STAR
experiment for trigger and associated particle pT ranges of
3 < p(t)T < 4 GeV/c and 1 < p
(a)
T < 2 GeV/c in noncentral
20–60% Au + Au collisions as a function of the trigger particle
azimuthal angle relative to the event plane, φs = |φt − ψEP|.
Anisotropic v2, v3, and v4 flow backgrounds are subtracted
using the zero yield at minimum (ZYAM) method, where
the maximum flow parameters are obtained from two-particle
cumulant measurements with η gap of 0.7. Minimum-bias
d + Au collision data are presented for comparison. The
background subtracted dihadron correlations are found to be
modified in Au + Au collisions relative to d + Au; the modifi-
cation depends on φs . The near-side ridge previously observed
in heavy-ion collisions may be largely due to triangular flow
v3; After v3 subtraction, however, a finite residual ridge may
still be present for in-plane trigger particles. The away-side
dihadron correlation broadens from in-plane to out-of-plane,
and appears to be double-peaked for out-of-plane trigger
particles. The trends of the away-side modification may un-
derscore the importance of path-length-dependent jet-medium
interactions, and should help further the current understanding
of high-density QCD in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
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